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Inquiry into Homelessness in Victoria
Mr Phil Spencer
Organisation Name:Property Owners' Association of Victoria
Your position or role: Public officer

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this inquiry into homelessness to consider::
Housing affordability,Employment,Services,Public housing,Family violence,Mental health,Indigenous
people,Rough sleeping
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
A peak body

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
Property taxes, redtape & tenancy legislation, owners corps, council charges and services, level playing
field.
YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
Refer attached.
In haste.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:

FILE ATTACHMENTS
File1: 5ee0ebac33dcb-Homelessness2020.pdf
File2:
File3:
Signature:
Phil Spencer for the POAV
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Submission by Property Owners' Association of Victoria to the Victorian Parliament Committee for Inquiry into
Homelessness in Victoria.
1. The terms of reference we interpret to include the need to investigate Federal Rent Assistance and the policy &
practices of Private Housing Supply under the regulations because these supply services to the homeless too. This
submission calls for Reform of the Private Tenancy law, Lowering of Land Tax and Increased Rent Assistance as a
matter of urgency. We trust you will interpret the terms of reference widely.
It was time honored practice to rent premises in the market, to tenants and to manage those premises privately without
government assistance, interference or draconian taxes. The Lessors who have traditionally accommodated the vast
majority of the tenants, have existed in a fair Market way for hundreds of years and homelessness has been virtually
unknown until the Government started interfering in it and taxing it at Draconian Rates taking almost all the Rent. It is
now in a position, whereby having taxed and nearly regulated it to death, it has now necessarily had to subsidise the
rental industry since Keatings Time. This year the Andrews Socialist Government proposes to kill it totally and no
amount of subsidy or relief from taxes, will support it unless the Tenancy Law is returned to normalcy in line with
standard policies and practices.
2. The terms of reference seem to ignore the huge property taxes levied (“Council Rates, Fire Services Levies and Land
Taxes”) on property owners, in Victoria – including on vacant land or on a small concrete flat - , for alleged services and
general revenue.
We ask that you investigate or recommend the Productivity Commission undertake a full survey of the effectiveness
and efficiency of these taxes throughout Australia. We are sure you will find the Victorian taxes for this are the worst in
actually providing services.
How disgusting are the taxes and levies that most states levy on property owners but they don’t have appeal
mechanisms at all but the Governments have enacted laws that allow our customers to appeal any sort of charge by a
residential lessor and prohibit us passing on costs – with HUGE FINES TOO - put on a rented property by a
Government that doesn’t allow any appeal!!!.
We are not happy with the Liberal Party. The Vic Liberal Coalition Govt under Premier Napthine suddenly got rid of a
voluntary levy for fire services, on property insurance & introduced a massive fire services levy on properties collected
by Councils with the Rates. No wonder his Govt was voted out immediately after. Likewise when the Kennett Govt
introduced 33 more fines against owners and continued the rent regulation and increased land taxes on rental
properties, stopping its passing on to small retail tenants and let the Councils put 10x the number of conservation
orders on properties than the NSW Govt did, it was no surprise his Govt lost office immediately after too. The same
happened after the Hamer/Thompson Govt brought in a Residential Tenancies Act. The Liberal Party are very slow
learners with short memories. Lessor families however have long memories.
The majority of private Lessors are Labor Party supporters and consist of teachers and nurses earning less than 60K
pa. who negatively gear and they showed their dislike for federal Labor policies recently. The Labor Party in NZ
abolished the land tax and Stamp Duty there and we expect the same will occur here soon as they are antiquated taxes
that cause massive problems to private Lessors and their clients and are the leading cause of homelessness.
To understand how socialist are these property levies, consider the fire services levy. Previously a user pays system
applied to those who self insured for fire. The fire brigade would send a bill to the owner if called out to a fire on the
property. There was no-one who didn’t pay and the old levy operated to pay the cfa to do clearing work plus people
would give money to assist in clearing work if they weren’t members able to assist the cfa themselves, or able to do this
clearing work and if necessary, fire fighting work. The local Councils all still have powers to issue Fire Notices that
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require property owners and occupiers to do fire hazard clearing but some councils do not use these powers instead
they can and do prosecute some owners for doing necessary fire hazard reduction clearing work.
The State Governments of the day are crippling property owners with massive taxes and redtape that leave no money
left to do essential repairs and work to counter normal building depreciation.
Land Taxes – refer next section.

3. The Prohibitions on Providing Housing.
The Practice of Owners letting premises directly to tenants has almost ceased under the RTA that makes it almost
impossible to manage the advertising and redtape. The Agents Union REIV has been partly subsidized by the
Government with consumer grants and training assistance from the Tribunal too. The Government gives massive
funding to the Tenants Union Network for legal and training type work but refused the same for us on the grounds that it
won’t “assist tenants”, despite the fact that many of our members were also tenants who managed the private hotels
and boarding houses who provided accommodation to the otherwise homeless.
Land Taxes:
Land Tax was a State Tax in Victoria since the beginning but it was turned into a wealth tax to break up the large
squatters after the Eureka Stockade by making it add all the land held by a person together and taxing at fixed rates
according to the total value of all his land.
Land Tax on farming land was abolished after the farmers took control of the Upper Houses soon after the Eureka
Stockade MPs lost power but they left it on residential and commercial land. Mining land was exempted too.
At some time after ww1 the state land tax rates were adjusted so that people with greater land value paid at higher
rates. That encouraged people into the property market by the very low rates offered at low total value of about ¼% pa..
So the average homeowner was exempted by the threshold level at which the land tax kicked in.
Up until about 1975 the threshold for the high rate of 4% p.a only kicked in with about $2 million of land so that you had
to be very wealthy to pay that amount of land tax at about 30 house properties.
Now the upper thresh-hold hasn’t been really adjusted and the rate hasn’t been really adjusted despite inflation at over
20 times those values of 1975.
This draconian land tax takes all the rent every year as returns have fallen !!!
The only residential land exempt is "own home" or single principal residence and charity type housing. So private
rentals pay according to the land wealth of the owner. There is no equivalent wealth tax on stock and share owners. It
means that all the rent is paid to the govt in land tax if you own more than 4 houses. So no wonder there is an alleged
homeless problem.

4. Homelessness Statistics.
The “Homeless”, government & “charity” housed numbers are not proportional to the unemployment rate, which you
would expect in a natural state. In our State, unemployed people receive welfare and rent assistance, that is not fully
means tested so that they can maintain their own home, many continue in private rental housing, and the “welfare”
housing is l kewise not fully means tested so it becomes permanent housing despite the understanding when it began
that it was a temporary measure. There are many wealthy people living in low cost rental housing and many low
income people living in expensive housing albeit “welfare” housing. The “Homeless” are not just people who “slip
through the net” or mentally affected. Many are just those who prefer itinerant living or living without conventional
shelter. The recent changes to Tenancy law in this state will result in similar outcomes to the Burdekin Inquiry changes
that “liberated” inmates from Mental Institutions where a significant percentage had been mishandled. The Burdekin
Inquiry resulted in large numbers of people falling victims to drug dealers, against the wishes of their parents. These
current Changes to the tenancies law in Victoria* that will make it more difficult to evict a sitting tenant, will cause an
effect similar to that in Britain during the 60’s when it was not easy to increase rent or move a sitting tenant from a
property so that people regarded tenants as unnecessary evils who caused slums. The result was that it was more
difficult for tenants to find somewhere to live, especially young unemployed people. Consequently in Victoria, some
cognisant welfare Organisations may be seeking more funds to prepare for these changes. The new inmates who won’t
know they were victims of the Socialist Government Paid Tenancy Advocates, will become addicted to this cheap
welfare or government housing and will lose out on living with the general community. In trials to reduce the ghetto
effect, successive trials of welfare housing integrating into new Housing developments have proved to be a failure as
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the neighbours have found living with groups of these people to be problematical. On the other hand, where young
unemployed people have lived in a private rental unit with the aid of rent assistance, or live with a parent, they have
been given better assistance to reintegrate in with the Community without the ghetto effect at all and their families and
neighbours have been supportive.
The fact is that the number of "homeless" people is hugely overestimated. The Bureau of Stats counts many people
who live in shared accommodation, including in private hotels and boarding houses as being homeless, which may
surprise the public.
https://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/2049.0Appendix12016
Consequently many people in welfare housing are in the count as homeless too. The more people these charities
house in shared accommodation, the greater is the alleged number of homeless so that they can continue to beg for
more money to buy more housing to accommodate this alleged increasing number of homeless. The welfare industry is
enormously wealthy with massive exemptions from taxes and they are given money to buy more housing. They know
that the people that are being accommodated are increasingly being taken from private rental housing and family
homes. It is horrible that the welfare industry contributes to breaking up families by enticing young people from their
family homes purely to make money for the welfare industry and consistently repeats the lie that the number of
homeless is increasing due to things l ke increasing gentrification when in fact the causes of relocations from areas are
often due to increased land taxes, Council Rates and Draconian Tenancy rules.
5.

Private Rental Housing Management :
The benevolent lessor or family member landlord is too often taken advantage of by someone who wants free
accommodation. The “rent holiday” method is the most common method, that often follows a long period of neglecting
to pay for the accommodation that is provided on the understanding that the occupant will pay a very moderate amount.
The “rent holiday” is that period after the landlord gives the occupant a notice to leave with the intent to evict the
occupant, before finally getting the occupant out. The financial loss is often less than the emotional cost to the landlord
of the time consuming process of the eviction procedure at a Tribunal and the dirty work of cleaning up and fixing the
premises again. These costs are never recovered and the files of the Inspectors at Consumer Affairs are full of pictures
of left rubbish and broken homes.
The Crisis Accommodation providers are often reticent to take in someone who has previously defrauded other public
housing lessors whereas the “information poor” landlord or family member is often unaware that those public housing
lessors will turn out a non-paying occupant with the proviso that they will be let back in only if they manage to defraud
other private sector lessors and save their rent assistance money to pay back the public housing arrears.
Consequently after being burned a few times by these professional non-rent paying tenants, the private sector lessors
will let through an agent and not have to face the time consuming exercise of eviction but still of course suffer the same
or greater financial losses from these including the clean up and repair exercise. Then after a few lame excuses from
the agent, the owner will sell the property and not return to the letting market.
(1) -from the journal “Housing Studies” Vol 11, No. 1, 1996.
“The Revival of Private Rented Housing in Britain” A.D. Crook and P.A. Kemp, University of Sheffield & centre for
Housing Research University of Glasgow, respectively.
“Conclusion: The evidence therefore supports the view that rent deregulation was a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for achieving a viable revival of private renting.”..”The changes introduced by the Housing Act 1988 and the
temporary provision of tax incentives under the BES have generated additional supply.”
(2) – from http://www.topherfield.net/affordable-housing-government-crisis/

6. Rent Assistance needs increasing to the Private Rental sector but not without a level playing field.
Scams. The Rent Assistance should be paid directly to the housing provider to avoid the rent assistance scam of the
non-paying tenant who nevertheless continues to receive the rent assistance even after they have been evicted.
The corollary is that there are many people who are classed as homeless who receive rent assistance on top of their
welfare, who have asked a family member for initial accommodation for rent, but soon after getting the rent assistance,
move out to live in a van on the streets. That is their planned agreement and it suits their “homeless” mobile lifestyle as
the extra money can fund their lifestyle better. They are perhaps the largest number of so called homeless people in the
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rural and fringe areas. The Police know who they are and are fully aware they are pulling in Rent assistance illegally but
there is a disconnect between the State Police and the federal Govt Social Security Dept so they continue to defraud
the Social Security Dept.
This is a cause for the increase in homeless.
Likewise there is a disconnect between these 2 Govt bodies when the Police are looking for someone on a warrant.
The Police cannot use the information supplied to the Social Security Dept. Clearly the laws need changing so that
these 2 bodies can access and must inform each other and the Police should have the power to require the Social
Security Dept to cease paying the welfare money until that person reports to Police.
Equal Taxes. The lack of equal taxing on property is a cause for the increase in homeless figures and increase in the
size of the welfare housing sector. The fact is that over 45% of private sector lessors have to recoup property taxes and
charges because otherwise they will lose money and have to sell the property. The other 55% have large incomes and
support these losses by negative gearing at the public expense through foregone income taxes. Clearly both types of
these 2 lessors are competing on the market and can pay equal property taxes**. The anti-social “social” housing
operators and crisis operators are now competing in the same market but at lower rents because they are not charged
the same amount of property taxes (subsidised by other ratepayers and property taxpayers) and are exempted from the
Redtape of costly slow evictions.
Subsequently the people on welfare look at the subsidised properties and will deliberately go homeless so as to live in
the low-rent subsidized properties offered by the social housing operators.

(1) Comparison of Subsidies for Public Housing and Private Rental Assistance



The current system substantially advantages public housing tenants. While private renters receive an annual subsidy of
around $1 500 a year public households receive an average annual subsidy of $4 000.
Under the current arrangements the gap between these two subsidy levels grows annually as redevelopment and
upgrading of public housing stock increases the subsidy differential.
Table 4: Private and Public Renters Subsidy Differentials

Median Rent*

Private Renter
(Rent Assistance)

Public Renter
(Rent Rebate)

Sydney

$180 pw

$43.00 pw

$112.00 pw

Melbourne

$150 pw

$43.00 pw

$82.00 pw

Perth

$130 pw

$43.00 pw

$59.00 pw

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/Publications_Archive/CIB/CIB96
97/97cib31
(2) The alleged Charities etc.
Antisocial “Social housing” is also getting an unfair advantage by being exempt from many taxes and charges the
private sector has to bear, including exemption from CGT. No wonder they are booming with $300K salaries for their
ceos.
“In recent years, not-for-profit social housing providers have developed a more prominent role in providing affordable
housing to eligible tenants. These social housing providers include charities, and organisations such as the Brisbane
Housing Company, a not-for-profit corporation operated by the Queensland Government and the Brisbane City Council.
Co-operation between state housing departments and social housing providers is increasing, as in Queensland where
prospective tenants who are on the waiting list for public housing are now also on the waiting list for social housing”
QLD Dept of Housing - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_housing_in_Australia#cite_note-36
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It’s not just us saying this, but everyone practically is saying Rent Assistance needs Increasing for private housing
rentals. Mark O’Brien in the tenants Union or the Rent Commissioner as he is serving as now says the rent assistance
needs increasing in his submission to this Inquiry.
It hasn’t really increased since Keating started it. The history is really galling to the Public Housing types.
“Whittlesea Community Connections staff said 53.8 per cent of their clients were experiencing housing stress.
The community organisation added newly-arrived migrants and women facing family violence were more commonly facing
homelessness.
Community support worker Belinda Leon said it was impossible for people on Centrelink programs to afford private rentals, as
welfare benefits haven’t kept up with the increased cost of living.”
https://ncreview.com.au/2020/03/03/homelessness-issue-probed/

“As at 28 January 2010, Rent Assistance begins to be paid when a renter's fortnightly rent is in excess of A$99.40. For every dollar in excess of this amount,
Rent Assistance pays A$0.75, up to a maximum of A$111.80 per fortnight. The maximum amount payable is lower for those sharing accommodation, in which
case it is A$74.53. “
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social security in Australia#Rent Assistance

Your fortnightly rent is at To get the maximum payment your fortnightly The maximum fortnightly

If you're

least

rent is at least

payment is

Single

$124.60

$310.73

$139.60

single, sharer

$124.60

$248.69

$93.07

couple, combined

$201.80

$377.27

$131.60

$124.60

$310.73

$139.60

$124.60

$300.07

$131.60

1 of a couple separated due
to illness
1 of a couple temporarily
separated

https://www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/services/centrelink/rent-assistance/how-much-you-can-get

7. SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION.
We say that many are itinerant people who prefer their freedom from costs and responsibilities and they used to be customers
of the many private hotel and boarding house proprietors before the Vic Govt destroyed that industry by legislation regulation
and taxes. We had about 60 Members in our private hotel and boarding house division who between them controlled about
20,000 rooms.
Itinerant people travel north in winter from Victoria and return in our Summer. Others who were customers were single people
who preferred the companionship and the serviced common areas of kitchens and bathrooms etc.
The POA of Australia argued successfully during the feds Productivity Commission inquiry into Public housing that Rent
Assistance ("RA") for private housing was more efficient than public housing and avoided the problems of ghettos. The Keating
govt agreed and made the RA about $90 per week for singles and $140 pw for couples in 1995.
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However the Govt housing associations & Charities got into the act and with their exemptions from many of the regulations and
taxes, became the major beneficiaries of that RA. The fed govt refused to pay it direct to private owners but tenants could get it
but refuse to pay it to owners, and the govt charities housing associations took the best tenants by coming into our private hotels
and offering cheap rents to the good tenants leaving the bad ones (alcoholics) who under the new rules, could not be evicted.
That destroyed private hotels business model and the govt bought many cheaply.
Since then the RA has stayed the same $ amount virtually.
Surely the RA should be increased and all residential accommodation rental housing should be exempt from land tax.
That is our position and we refer to the Costello GST proposals that would have abolished the state taxes that UK and NZ
abolished also when their GSTs were introduced.
We cannot continue as an industry in housing if these land taxes continue at present levels.
They take all the rent and the CGT takes all the profit from the value when we sell.
We took several motions successfully through the Vic Liberal Party State Council calling for the Party to abolish land tax or at
least reduce it along with equal reductions in Stamp duty. The emphasis was on the fact that many lessors are selffunded retirees and the land tax destroys their income. Of course the REIV argues for complete abolition of Stamp duty
and leaving Land tax at high rates. It maximises their members profits. Liberal members mps generally have become
more leftist and when Louise Asher kowtowed to the Housing minister Rob Knowles to bring in 33 more fines against
owners, we told her that increased homelessness would result. Louise Asher was given Brighton as an escape from
certain defeat in Monash.
No other Act has such draconian fines and offences against private sector. No fines or offences against agents or owners
corporation ("OC") managers at all. No oversight of the latter at all. They write themselves the rules and there are no offences
listed at all. They have no qualifications at all. No regulation at all. They merely have to register.
This is unfair!!!

The destruction of the Private Sector Industry in Victoria has been savage since Whitlam. Mostly the loss of manufacturing
factory jobs here has destroyed the flow of itinerants and employment. The welfare tenants get a massive bonus by mental
illness. The problem is terrible in low cost housing areas with country towns full of welfare people. The RA also pays towards OC
fees in retirement villages for welfare recipients incl pensioners!!! The self funded retirees are not getting this.
The Inquiry into homelessness has to be told that the public sector Govt housing associations & Charities pay their CEO's
massive salaries for doing nothing more than what an estate agent manager does for half the cost . Yarra Housing had its
CEO's salary in the web a decade ago and he was getting $300k!
The growth of expenditure costs per person from local Councils has grown to over $2000 p.a. and $5000 in the poor country
shires where the towns are full of welfare recipients and almost no-one works. The ceos pay themselves $300k too. This cost
has to be paid by the private sector. The country towns are levying small property empty shop owners $2000 per shop that is
less than a huge farmer with thousands of acres and sheep pay. On top are land taxes that farmers don't pay. Its ridiculous!!!
Clearly the taxes to pay these Govt housing associations & Charities come from the Private sector. The Chinese loans will have
to paid by the private sector.
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During this Covid shutdown, we as an Industry lost huge amounts of money due to the rent evictions freeze that decimated
short term accom and local business shops. Yet the public sector got a fully paid holiday!!!
We had still to pay massive taxes and maintenance. The nonsense payouts from govt -fed and state - were not applicable to
most of our losses in the Property Industry.
If we don't get an increase in RA and exemption from Land tax, homelessness will increase under the changes due under the
new Residential Tenancies Act amendments that the Govt has postponed till they can work out how it can be facilitated in the
private sector especially with the REIV clearly opposing the changes that we as a POA have opposed too. The dogs and cats
move was pushed by vets. The heating changes were pushed by plumbers and electrical heat pump people. The cost of dopey
bi-annual checks is a joke and only adding to red tape costs.

8. Further Refs.
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/publications/research-papers/download/36-research-papers/13690-2012-05residentialtenancies
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/bill em/rtasb2009474/rtasb2009474.html

* Current Changes to the tenancies law in Victoria.
400+ pages of changes and no consultation with Owners and no single copy of the Proposed Act.
Multiple Offences listed against Owners, none against tenants or agents, making us out to be the worst criminals since
Al Capone. We are sick of this criminal like treatment of us alone. Where are the Offences listed against any other class
of business where the alleged offender charges something petty that isn t allowed in some page of an 800 pages
regulation?
It is a laughable Socialist State of Victoria Act if it weren’t so serious.
The changes include giving landlords almost no opportunity to refuse pets in a rented premises, even horses, allowing
tenants to make “minor” modifications to a house without the landlord’s consent and eroding a landlord’s right to end a
tenancy. The building standards for rental housing will be greater than that required for owner-occupied housing which
means that it will no longer be possible for a former family home to be used as rental accommodation without extremely
expensive modifications. Internal gas heaters will be a no go. That building standard requirement alone will stop about
30% of the traditional rental market type becoming available for rent.
The proposed legislation could create unintended consequences that will negatively impact rental availability and
prices, thus creating an unfair and unaffordable rental market in Victoria. This would only add to the housing affordability
issues and high cost of living all Victorians are already facing.
The Real Estate Institute of Victoria (REIV) created an online petition called “Rentfair is Unfair”.

www.poavic.org
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